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MAKE UP AND USE OF THIS MANUAL

Deinitior.s

T _LAgalm)LL_ Performance Qbiectives - are objectives referring to a behavior, knowledge1
or skill you want the learner to demonstrate at the end of a particular unit or section. They
are written in goo, overall terms.

riglezeews Qbiegives - are sub-functions of terminal objectives referring to
a behavior, knowledge, or skill you want the learner to demonstrate Wong the way towards
mastery of the terminal objectives. They are written in specific terms.

the actual testi of evaluation exactly as it will be presente d to
the learner to see if he has met the objectives.

Method M peclfically refers to personnel resources, tools, vehicles, soft-
ware, and hardware motile - the physical hows for implementing the methods or ways of
curriculum implementation.(Each media center is different in the materials aveilable to anis
the instructor in lecturing and demonstrating. Therefore, the indMdual instructor mustresearch
the school's media center for the appropriate materials to be used).

Levels 21 Fer_fm-smo_ge - The leveU of performance (how well it must be do e) given in
this manual have been anived at by the authors through pest experiences and by con-
sultation with other Industrial Arta teachers in Duval County. These levels are subject to
change after try out. They are written as average levels of attainment that all students should
achieve. This by no means limits the instructor, who can teach as far above the level as
possible.

- The objectives in this manual represent the basic "need
to know knowledge and skills that should be attainable by any student that meets the pre-
requisites of the courses.

Courses eouisi&es - The prerequiaites for these courses may need revision. For example,
if your couree calls for a certain sklll in reading ability and you axe getting students below
this ability that cannot perform up to the course standards, then a prerequisite of "must be
able to read at the - level" may be needed.
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GENERAL MET

DITATION NO. 5861

LENGTH OF COURSE: 9 WEEKS

GRADE LEVEL: 7th

PROGRAM PATH: CAREER EDUCATION, EXPLORATORY, PRE-COLLEGE

PREREQUISITE(S): 7th GRADE STUDENT

COURSE DESCRLPTION:

Kxploratory units in bench metals and sheet metals. Industrial materials and processes

receive major emphasis. Bsaic activities are design easuxing, layout cuttthg, forming, and

fastening.



GENERAL METALS
7th GRADE

1.0 Orientation

2.0 Safety

3.0 Hand Tools for Metalworking

4.0 Measurement and Layout

6.0 Sheet Metal Cutting, Notching, and Deburring

6.0 Drilling and Punching Sheet Metal

7.0 FormLng Sheet Metal

8.0 Fastenthg Sheet Metals

9.0 Cutt*Mg and Filing in Bench Metals

10.0 Drilling and Punching Heavy Metals

11.0 Forming Bench Metals

12.0 Fastening Bench Metals

13.0

NOTE: This course was designed for a nine (9) week per;od of study. It will be the in-

dividual instnictor's decision as to how extensively he covers the materials, depending on his

own particular time allotted" situation. This course was designed to follow a path from fund-

amental processes to an "in depth" study in sequential order. The instructor should not reverse

thb order in which The Terminal Performance Objectives are written, but should teach as far

into time will permit.

1 0



COURSE GENERAL METALS
7th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. LO ORIENTATION

The learner will, with 80% proficiency, list in writing, his responsibilities in
GenerW Meta Lis. He wLll also define the principle material to be used and list
the area in which each will be used in this course.

NO. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVr- NO. CRITERION MEASURES

The learner will list, in writing, his responsibilities in
General Metals.

1. Respect the rights of others.
2. Assume your share of responsibility for awe

and inventory of laboratory property.
3. Remember that the laboratory is a place to

work and learn, not a place to play.
4. Think BEFORE you act in any situation.
B. Do not assume anythkng. if there is ANY

doubt, refer to the textbook or ask your
instructor.

6. Safety ia everybody's concern.
7. Maintaining a clean and orderly laboratory 1B a

responsibility shined by every class member.
8. Be in your seat or at your duty station when

the class begbis.
9. If you need help, ask for it.

ID. Leave the class area ONLY with the permissio
and knowledge of the instructor.

.2 The learner will list, hi writing, the areas of invest-
igation to be pursued in General Metals. He will also
define each and list major materials involved.

(1) Basic Sheet Metal - shape design and con-
struction using the following materials:

1.1

1.2

List the responsibilities of the individual
learner in General Metals 7th pada

Write a brief description of the areas of
investigation for General Metrda, listing
and defining the major material used in each.



COURSE GENERAL METALS_
7th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. -1.0_ cont'd. ORIENTATION

INTERMEDIATE P RFOR CE OBJECTIVES NO.

2 a. Galvanized Steel Sheet - mild steel
rolled into thin sheets, then coal-
with zinc for protection.

b. Mild Steel Sheet - mild steel rolled
thin sheets.

c. Aluminum Sheet - aluniinum rolled
into thin sheets.

(2 ) Wrought Metal - shape design and cons c-
tion using the following materials:

a. Mild Steel Shapes (band iron, rod,
square, angle, tubing)

b. Aluminum Shapes (flat, round, square,
angle, tubing.)

CRITERION MEASURES

12
4



Terminal Periannan 0

1.1 1.1.1

1.2 1.21

Lecture

OD Y 18

1.0

Sel

Lecture

Textbook

Film Strips or Film Loopa and 16 mm film (U available)



NO,,

COURSE __GENEF.AL MITAIA
7th Grade

TERMINAL FERFORMANCE
OBJECrIV 7 NO. 21.a

INTERMED

SAFETY

The leaner will writing, and/or orally, list and abide by the ten (10) major
safety rules for General Metals 7th grade, and will follow the rules of good
housekeeping in the laboratory.

VES NO.

The leaner will list ten (10) major safety rules for the 2.1
General Metals laboratory the 7th grade
propzam.

(1) No "horseplay" in the laboratory.
(2) No rurming in the laboratory.
(3) Wear eye protection where required.
(4) Report ALL accidents immediate
(5) Mk permiasion BEFORE using any ma

tools, or equipment.
(6) Ask for physical help when you need it.
(7) Respect the fights of others.
(8) Use the correct tool or process.
(9) Report dull or broken tools.

(10) KeeP the work and walk area clean.
11) Wear per cl
12) R y ce immediately

(13 Know location and use of all fire extinguish
(14 ICTiow fire drill
(15) Remove all jewelry d secure loose hair.

The eazner will follow the o go ho eeping
in the laboratozy.

1) .Cleen all ed areas
(2) Store aLl thols properly
(3) Clean all equipment after use

2.2

CRITERION MEASURES

List ten (1 ) rn
General Metals.

or 7

You will be evaluated on your efforts and
acceptance of responsibility for keepLng the
laboratory clean and orderly.

1 4
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kg:MOD / MEDLA

Terminal Pformence Objective - 2.0

2.1

2.2

2.1.3

2.2.3

Lecture

Textbook

16mm film (if av We)

Discumion

Damontratic



COURSE gairaskid-bra.MS--
7th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECIIVE NO. Ia. HAND TooLis FOR METALW R _ G

The learner, with KM proficiency, will identify in writing or orally, twen -five (25)
hand metalworking tools, and he will explain the uses of at least five (5) of these tools.

ERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OB -CTIVES

The learner will identify orally or in writirtg, the correct
ismee for twenty-five (25) hand tools . (See attached

-The learner will explein the uses of five (6 ) hand
working toobi as selected by the instructor.

CRITERION MEASURES

Identify orally or in writing, twenty-five
(26) hand metalworking tools indicated by
your instructor.

List, in writing, the uses of five (6 ) hand tools
selected by your instructor.



7. Scratch Awl

S. Ball Peen Harmer

9. Engine ammer

12. Mallet

14. Twiu Drill

Ilf==2173=2111C4

13. Coimmm Scrcwdrtver

ih. Prick Punch

17. Center Punch

dowsZIIIMMirq:

19. Cold Chisel

20. C- Clamp

21. Soldering Copper

22. Lineman's Pliers

23. Combir mil Pliers

24. Needle-Nose Pliers

25. Srfctv cuggiet

6,4
26 Safety S;Md

27. File Card

28.Shding T.Bevel .

29. Bench Rule

30. Circumference Rule

17

onLey Wrench

32. Pipe Wrench

33. Adjustable Open-End Wrench

35. Try Square

36. Combination Square

37. Tap

18. Dies

39. Dividers

40. Blacksmith Tongs



METHOD / ANALYSIS

Terminal Performance Objective - 3.0

8.1

3.2

3.1.1

3.2.1

Demonstration

Tool Catalogs

Handout Sheets

Textbook

.18mm fWm if available)

Tools

Lecture

book or media center)

Film Strips

Demonstration

18



COURSE GENERAL METAJA__
7th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

LAYOUT

The learner will, with 80% proficiency, demonstrate his accuracy in using the English system
of linear measurement by accurately measuring objects, finding centers, and drawing a lay-
out for both an angular development sheet metal experiment and a bench metal experiment
involving two or more separate parts.

NTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The learner will measuze and locate centers of ten (10)
acts supplied by the instructor.

The learner will complete, on paper, a layout drawin
using angular development of a sheet metal shape.

The learner will make a full-size drawing showhig all
views neceessry for shaping materials of a bench metal

ent. This should involve two or more separate

NO-

4.1

4.2

4.3

CRITERION MEASURES

Indicate, in writhig, the outside and center
dimensions of ten (10) objects as selected
by your instructor.

Make a stretch-out o 'de sheet
metal shape from information supplied by
your instructor.

Draw a full-size layout for a bench metal
experiment showing true shape of all parts
necessary for construction.

1

11



Teeming Performance Objective. - 4.0

Demonstration

4.2

4.3

Tools

Demons tion

Lecture

Paper

Measuring Toole

Textbook

Models

Demonstration

Lecture

Paper

ensuring Tools

COtarOBB

Textbook

2 0

12



COURSE __GENERAL METALS
7th Grade

TERM NAL PERFORMANCE
OBjECTIVE NO 5-0

The learner will, using the prick punch method, fr
sheet metal. He will cut, and deburr the flat shape
accomplLah this with 80% proficiency.

SHW METAL MATING,
bEBURRING

er his paper pattern to the
the correct order. He will

NO. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

5.1 Using the prick punch method of transfer, the learner
will lay, out on sheet metal the sheet metal shape
previously drawn on paper.

--The leArner will use the appropriate sheet metal snip
Icut his sheet metal to shape, notching *here necessary.

5 Using a file or an abraaive, the learner will remove all
burrs from the edges of the sheet metal prior to
forming.

NO.

5.1

5.2

CRITERION MEASURES

Use a prick punch, hammer, scratch awl,
and to transfer your drawhig
to the sheet metal.

and notch sheet me

Remove all burrs from the edges of sh
metal using a file or abrasive material.

21



METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Performance Obj - 5.0

5.2 5.2.1

5.3 I 5.3.1

Demonstration

Sheet Metal

Tools

Film Strips (if available)

Completed Drawing

Demonstration

Sheet Metal

Tools

Film Strips (if av ble)

Demonstration

Sheet Metal

Took

Meo:iMedis e1ectjon

2 2



couRs rar&IEBALIZIALa--
7th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
ORMCTIVE NO- &A

With 80% pro ciency, the learn
screw holes in his sheet metal.

qiirlitiLIE1114$1ANUN G

will locate, drill, or punch all rivet and/or

0:41P.
INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBIECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

ek ard center punches, the learner will mark
on of all holes to be drilied or punched in

his sheet metal shape,

Using a hand sheet metal punch
hammer, or a hand chill with a
drills, the learner will drOl or
rivet holes in his sheet metal si

solid punch with a
priate size twist
all screw and/or

6.1

6.2

Locate all holes to be
in your sheet metal.

or punched

Drill or punch all rivet or screw holes in
your sheet metal shape.

23
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Performmee Objectives

P.

MEODI MEDIA AINIALYSIS

- 6.0

6.1 6.1.1

6.2 6.2.1

Demonstration

Sheet Metal

Tools

Textbook

Completed Drawing

Demonstration

Sheet Metal

Tools

Textbook

2 4

16



COURSE Q4EJEAL8
7th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
FORMING SHEET METALOBJECTIVE NO.

The learner will, with SO% proficiency, use the bai folder, box and pan brake, 3heet
metal stakes, mallets, hammers, and hand seamers to form an angular sheet metal
shape.

-NO. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

7-1

7.2

The learner will use the bar folder to hem exposed edges
of the sheet metal shape.

Using the box and pan brake, the learner will form the
ends and sides of the angular sheet metal shape in that
sequence.

The learner will, using a mallet or hammer and
appropriate sheet metal stakes, true all bends in the
formed sheet metal shape.

7.1

7.2

7.3

Hem exposed edges of the sheet metal.

Form the ends and sides of the sheet metal
shape in that sequence.

True all bends in your sheet metal shape.

25

17



METTACiD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Obj - '7.0

P. at
Selection

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.1.1

7.2.1

7.3.1

Demonstration

Bar Folder

Film Strip (U available)

Textbook

Sheet Meta:a

Demonstration

Box and Pan Brake

Film Strip (if available)

Textbook

Sheet Metal

Demonstration

Sheet Metal

Sheet Metal S

Tools

Textbook

Film Strip (Lf available)

2 6



COuRsE GENERAL METALS
7th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. _8 _a_ FASTENING SHEET METALS

With 80% proficiency, the learner will use rivets, sheet metal screws and bor
stove bolts to secure a.2 parts of an angular sheet metal shape into a single
unit.

NO. NTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES sr NO. CRITERION MEASURES

8.1

8.2

e leazner will use tLnner's rivets or "pop rivets to
asten corners of the formed sheet metal shape.

The learner will use "pop rivets' , or sheet metal sere
to fasten handles and other appendages.

2

Set rivets using the appropriate type o
device as provided by your instructor.

Using fasteners most suited for use from one
side of the sheet metal shape, secure handles
or other appendages to your work.

19



METH( D / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Terminal Perfor nce Obj

8.2 8.2.

S.0

Textbook

Film S vailable)

Toui

Rivets

Sheet MeLil

Derrion

Tex thriolc

Film St r.) (if availaE

Rivets

Sheet Nti.:Aal Screws

Sheet Metal

Meth _MeOia

9 n

20



COURSE GENERAL METALS
7th Grade

MNAJ . PERFORNIANCE
_)13JECT1VE NO 9,..0 Ii-TTING AND FILLNG

IN BENCH METALS

The !Nirier will prepare all parts for a previously drawn bench metal shape by
cuttMg them to length , and filing to shape or to remove burrs. He will do this
with a proficiency of 80%.

INTERMEDIATE PERFOR lANCE OBJECTI ES

91 The learner will cut all parts :lecessary to constnict a
previously determined project using a bench shear
or -1 hand hacksaw.

9,2 The learner will UL :;!cs to rcmovt the burrs and
shape the ends of the individual parts, as per
previously completd drawing.

CRITERION MEASURES

Cut all p
projec

necessary to construct your

Remove the burrs and shape the ends of each
piece of metal to match your drawing. Clean
your files with a file card.

2 9
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Performance Objectives

ME OD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

9.0

9 2

Metilstc1/_M_fdia Selection

Demonstration

Textbook

Bench Shear

Measuring and M arking Tools

Completed Dravfing

Bar Metal

9.2.1 Demonstration

Textbook

Completed Drawing

Tools

Bar Metal

22



COURSE GENERAL METALS
7th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO 1,0.0 DRILLING AND PUNCHING

The learner will drill or Tunch all rivet, screw, and bolt holes in the individual
metal lengths. He will abo use a countersink for removing buns or for counter-
sinking. He will complete both series of operations with a proficiency of 80%.

NO. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

10.1 The learner will cLrill or punch all previously located
nvet, screw, or bolt holes in the inclividual lengths of
metal using a drill press, hand power drill or punch.

10.2 The leamer will use the appropriate metal countersink
to remove the buns or to countersink the drilled or
punched holes.

NO.

10.1

10.2

CRIT_ R N MEASURES

After a demonstration by the instnictor, drill
or punch all previously located rivet, screw,
or bolt holes in your metal.

After demonstration by the instructor, use a
countersink to debuxr or to countersink all
holes.

23



METHOD / MEDLA ANALYSIS

Terminal Performance Objectives 10.0

Demonstration

Bar Metal

Drilling / Punching Tools and Equipment

Completed Drawing

Textbook

FUm Strip or Loop (if av b e)

Demonstration

Bar Metal

Hand Drill 0 r iIling Machine

CountersinK

Textbook

Film Strip available)

election

24



COURSE _QENERAI
7th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBaCTIVE NO 11.0 .1CALL411

The learner will with 80% proficiency, bend the lengths of metal to fit the
previously completed layout drawing.

NO. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

11. 2

1

After a demonstration by the instructor, the learner
will use hammers and a vise to make all angular bends
in the bench mettd lengths.

After a demonstration by the instructor, the learner
will use hammers and an anvil, bending jig; or a
"Metl Former" to complete all curved bends in his .
lengths of mete.

After a demonstration by the instructor, the leuner
will use a monkey wrench and a vise to form all twists
in bench metal lengths.

11.1

11.2

11.3

Make all angular bends in your metal using
the appropriate hammer and a vise.

Use a hammer and an anvil or the appropriate
bending poor a "Met' Former" to make all
curved bends in your metal.

TvAst your metal using a monkey wrench and
a vise.

25



MMTHOD / MEDLA ANALYSIS

Teuminal Performance Obj 11.0

Demonstration

Bar Metal

Completed Dra

Vi

Tools

Textbook

Film Strip (if available)

Demonstration

Bar Metal

Completed D_ wing

Anvil

Benang Jigs

"IvIetl Former"

Demonstration

Textbook

Vise

Bar Metal

Completed Drawing

Tools

ethod Media Selection

26



_

NO.

COURSE GENERAL NigTALS

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 12.Q._

7th Grade

FASTENING BENCH
METALS

The learner will, with 80% proficiency, secure the various parts of his bench
meta shape into a single unit using soft kon rivets or stove bolts.

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

12.1

12.2

The learner will use a ball peen hamrner and anvil
or back-up plate to set rivets in previously drilled or
punched rivet holes through two or more pieces of
metal.

The learner will use the appropriate screwdriver and
wrenches to complete securing the various parts of the
project into a single unit with stove bolts.

12.1

12.2

After a demonstration by the instructor, set
the rivets in previously drilled holes using a
ball peen hammer and available back-up device.

After a demonstration by the instructor,
complete assembly of your project using
stove bolts, screwdrivers and wrenches.

27



ME-1110D / MEDIA KNA1XSIS

Terminal Performance Objectivm - 12.0

MAI
Nn_

12.1

12.2

12.1.1

12.2.1

Demonstration

Formed Bench Metal Project

Textbook

Film Strip v ble)

Anvil

Back-up plate

Ball Peen Hammer

Rivets

Demonstration

Formed Bench Metal Project

Textbook

Tools

Stove Bolts

Film Strip (if availab e)
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COURSE GENERAL METALS
7th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO 13.0 _ FINISTIWG

The lesirner will, with 80% proficiency, apply appropriate finishing techniques
or materials to protect or decorate his completed project.

NO. I INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBMCTIVES NO.1 CRITERION MEASURES

1 The learner will use abrasive cloth, steel wool, and/or
lacquer thhiner to remove oxidation and grew from
the completed project.

The learner will apply protective or decorative
oathig to the completed project follovdrig one of
ese schedules:

(a) Apply paste wax in a series of thin coats
buffmg with a soft cloth between coats.

(b) Etch galvanized prior to painting with acetic
acid or

(c) Apply lacquer or enamel by spraying o
brush to the completed projects using the
appropriate underboat for the base material
and the

(d) Use oil and open flame to smoke (bench
metal only) the surface of the metal, if
desired finish with paste wax.

13.1 Clean oxidation_atid grease from yola project
with materials provided by your instructor.

13.2 Etch galvanized in preparation for
painting with solution provided by
your instructor.

(b) Apply finish to your completed project
as directed by your instructor.



BSEMOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Terminal Performance Objectives - 13.0

FM
Meth

13.1.1 Lecture

Abrasive Cloth

Steel Wool

Lacquer Thinner

13.2.1

RagB

Completed Project

-e

Demorn-

Cnve

Acetic Acid

Rag)

Wax

Oil

Lacquer

Paint or Enamel

Soldering Furnace or Gas Torch

Textbook

Film St a ble)

3 8



GENER TALS

ACCREDITATION NO. 5862

LENGTH OF COURSE: 9 WEKS

GRADE LEVEL: 8th GRADE

PROGRAM PATH: CAREER EDUCATION, EXPLORATOR _ PRE-COLLEGE

PREREQUISITE(S): 8th GRADE STUDENT

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Exploratory units in bench metaia and sheet metals. Review of the 7th wade units

with adclitional and advanced applications.

3 9



GENERAL METALS
8th GRADE

1.0 Orientation

2.0 Safety

3.0 Hand Tools Far Metalworking

4.0 Measurement and Layout

6.0 Sheet Metal Cutting, Notching, and Deburring

6.0 Drilling and Punching Sheet Metals

7.0 Forming Sheet Metal

8.0 Fastening Sheet Metals

9.0 Cutting and Filing Bench Metals

10.0 Dri1Un g and Punching Heavy Metals

11.0 Forming Bench Metals

12.0 Fastening Bench Metz&

13.0 Finishing

NOTE: This course was designed for a nine (9) week period of study. It will be the in-

dividual instructor's decision as to how extensively he covers the materials, depenang on his

ovrn particular time alio situation. This course was designed to follow a path from fund-

amental process to an "in depth study in sequential order. The Mstructor should not reverse

the order in which The Terminal Performance Objectives are written, but should teach as f

each as time will permit.

4 0
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COURSE GENERAL METALS

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO -kg_ ORIENTATION

The learner will, with 80% accuracy, list in writilig his responsibilities in General
Metals. He will define the principle materials to be used and list the particular
area in which each will be used in this course.

INTER EDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

The learner will list, in writing, his responaibilitie
in General Metals 8th grade.

1. Respect the rights of others .

2. Auume your share of responsibility for care
and inventory of shop property. .

3. Remember that the laboratory is a place of
work and learn, not a place to play.

4. Think BEFORE you act in any situation.

5. Do not assume anything. If there is ANY
doubt, refer to the textbook or ask your
instructor.

6. Safety is everybody's concern.

7. Makitaining a clean and orderly laboratory is
a responsibility shared by every clan member.

8. Be in yoUr seat or at your duty station when
the class begins.

9. If you need help ask for it.

10. Leave the class area ONLY with the perniussion
end knowledge of the instzuctor.

The learner will list writing, the areas to be explored
in General Metals 8th grade and defme the major
material to be used in each.

(1) Basic, Sheet Metal - desiitn, layout, and
constniction of a sheet metal project using
the following materials:

4 1

1.1

1.2

List the responsibilities of the individual
learner in General Metals 8th grade.

Write a brief description of the areas of
investigation for General Metals, listing and
defining the major material used in each.



COURSE GENERAL METAL'S__ _

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
onacrivE NO. .111._cont'd.

Sth Grade

ORIENTATION

:N6 INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

a. Mild Steel Shee mild steel roll
sheets .

b. Galvanized Mild Steel Sheet - mild steel rolled
into thin sheets then coated with zinc for
protection.

c. Aluminum Sheet = aluminum rolled into thin
sheets.

(2) Bench Metal = shape design, layout and con-
struction using the following materials:

a. Mild Steel Shapes - ( Band iron, rod, square,
angle, tubhig)

b. Aluminum Shapes - (fiat, round, square,
angle, tubing)

4 2



Terminal P

IWITHOD / MEDLA ANALYSIS

Objective 1.0

1.2 .2.1

Charts

Demonstrations

Lecture

Materials

Demonstrations

Text

4 3



COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE No, 2.0

8th Grade

SAFETY

The learner will, in writing and/or orally, list and practice the ten (10)
major safety rules for General Metals. He will indicate by performance a
complete comprehension of the niles of good housekeeping for a General
Metals laboratory.

0. ERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

1 The learner will list ten (10) major safety rules for the
General Metal; laboratory pertaining to the 8th grade
program.

(1) No "horseplay" in the laboratory.
(2) Never run in the laboratory.
(3) Wear eye protection where required .
(4) Report ALL accidents immediately
(5) Ask permiasion BEFORE using any ma

tools or equipment.
(6) Ask for help when you need it.
(7) Respect the rights of others.
(8) Know location and use of all fire extinguish
(9) Use the correct tool or process

(10) Know the correct fire drill procedures.
(11) Report dull or broken tools.
(12) Keep work and waLk areas clean .
(13) Wear proper clothing.
(14) Report any unsaie practice .
(15) Secure all loose clothirig and hair.

The leaner will practice the rules of good housekeepin

(1) Clean assigned areas well
(2) Clean all tools after use
(3) Store all tools properly
(4) Clean equipment after use

2.1

2.2

List ten (10) major safety rules for General
Metals 8th grade.

You will be evaluated on your efforts and
acceptance of responsibility for keeping the
laboratory clean and orderly.

4 4
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MNITIOD / MED

Objective 2.0

L nkt

2.1

2.2

2.1.1

2.2.1

Lecture

Chute

Demons1ation

Materials

Film

Lecture

Demonstration

Observation

IethodiMelia Selection

37



COURSE GENERAL METALS
SthGradi

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. ILEI HAND 7001.8 yOR METAJWORKING

The learner will, with 80% accuracy,identify by names and in writing, twenty-five
(25) himd metalworking tools, and he wi_ll explain orally the uses of at least five (6)
of these tools.

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

The learner wiU write the correct names for twen
five (25) hand metalworking tools.

The learner will indicate verbally, the uses of &live (5)
hand metalworking tools selected by the instructor.

1

.2

Identify, in writing, the twenty-five (25)
hand metalworking tools indicated by your
instnictor.

Explain, verbally, the uses of the tools indicated
by your instructor.

4 6
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icc

erminal PerforrMnce Objective

METI1OD j MEDIA

30

Y 18

I. P.

3.1

3.2

M-

3.1.1

3.2.1

Leetwe

Tools

Demonstration

Lectuxe

Tools

Demonstration

4 7
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2, Curved or Canips

4. Hand Seamen

mwsni

S. Hand Groover

6. Rivet Set

7. Scratch Awl

8. Ball Peen Kammer

17111.111111.11111

9. Engineeri Hammer

10. Tinn

11. Slcdac Hammer

Mille

13. Hand II

14. Twist CtriII

1=1:21115ZZILIC26

15. mmi Screwdriver

=MUM

16. Prick Pm, I,

17. Center Punch

18. Heel, Saw

xaslIMIKAIWeBients

_

19. Cold Chisel

1117-7-11

20 C. Clamp

21. Soldering Copper

22. Li cinan's Pliers

23. Combination Pliers 33. Adjustable Open-End Wrencli

24. Needle.Nose Pliers

25, S4

27. Pile Card

(1=
28,Sliding T-Bevel

29. Sena Rule

30. Circumference Rule

ey Wrench

och32. Pipe

34. Opemend Weenclws

35. Try Square

36. Combination

37. Tap

38. Dies

39. Dividers

40. Blacksmith's Tongs

40



COURSE GENERAL
8th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE MEASUMMENT_AND

LAYOUT

The learner, with 80% proficiency, will demonstrate his ability to use the English
system of linear measurement by accurately measuring objecta, &taw centers,
drawing a layvut for an angular development and a layout for a bench metal project which
has two or more separate

4.1

4.

IINTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO.

The learner will measure correctly and locate cen
of ten (10) objects supplied by the instructor.

The learner will complete, on paper, a layout drawing
for a sheet metal shape, using angular or straight-line
development.

The learner will make a -size project drawing
showing all views necessary for shaping materials of a
bench metal shape. This project shape should involve
two (2) or more separate pieces.

4 9

4.1

4.2

4.3

CRITERION MEASURES

Inclicate, in writing, the outside and center
dimensions of ten (10) objects as selected
by your instructor.

Make a stretch-out (full size layout) of a
straight-sided sheet metal shape from in-
formation supplied by youx instructor.

Draw a full-size layout for a bench metal
phape showing true shape of all parts nec-
essary for construction.

41



A

METHOD / MEDIA ANALY

Objectiva 4.0

Meth: __ / 'on

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.1.1 Lecture

Chalkboard

Demonstration

Sample Objects

4.2.34 Lecttue

Demonstration

Text

Film Strip

Materials

4.3.3 Lectme

Demonstration

Text

Chalkboard

Materials

5 0
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COURSE GENERAL METALS

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECr VE NO. &Si_

NO

The learner will, with 80% proficiency, using the prick punch method, transfer his paper
pattern to sheet metal, cut, notch, and deburr the flat sheet metal shape inthe comet
order.

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

5.1

5.2

Using the prick punch method of transfer; the learner
will layoout on sheet metal the sheet metal shape prc
viously drawn on paper.

The learner will use the appropriate sheet metal snips
to cut his sheet metal to shape, notching where nee-

Using a file or an abrasive, the learner will remove a
burrs from the edges of the sheet metal prior to
forrang.

5

5.1

5.2

5.3

Transfer your drawing to sheet met

Cut and notch your sheet metal to shape.

Remove all burrs from the edges of the sheet
metal.

43



METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Objective 5.0

M/M
Nn

6.1

Me od / Media Selection

6.2.1

5.3

Film Strips or Loops

Text

Demonstration

Tools and Materials

Text

Demonstration

Tools and Materials

Text

Demonstrati_ n

Tools and Materials

5 2



COURSE OENERAL METALS

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. SUL_

8th Grade

DRILLING AND PUNCHING
SHEET METAL

With BO% proficiency, the learner will locate, drill, punch, or rivet all holes in his
sheet metal.

NO INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

3.1

6.2

The learner wili use prick and center punches to
locate the centers of ail holes to be (killed or punched
in his sheet metal shape.

The learner will use a hand sheet metal punch, a solid
punch with a hammer or a hand thin with the correct
size twist drill to drill or punch all rivet or screw holes
in his sheet metal shape.

5 3

6.1

6.2

Locate the centers of all holes to be punched
or drilled in your sheet metal.

Drill or punch all rivet and screw holes in
your sheet metal.

45



Terminal P

METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

e - 6.0

6.1

6.2

6.1.1 Film Strips or Loops

Text

Demonstration

Toole and Materials

6.2.1 Text

Demonstration

Tools and Materials



COURSE GENERAL METALS
8th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECIIVE NO 7.0 FORMING SHEET METAL

The learner will use the bar folder, box and pan brake, sheet metal stakes, mallets,
hammers, and hand seamers to form an angular sheet metal shape.

NO. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

7.2

7.3

The learner will use the bar folder to hem exposed
edges of the sheet metal shape.

UsLng the box and pan brake, the learner will form ends
and sides of the anguhr sheet metal shape in correct
sequence.

Using a mallet or hammer and the appropriate sheet
metal stakes, true all bends in the formed sheet metal
shape.

7.1

7.2

7.3

Hem exposed edges of your sheet metal.

Bend ends and sides of your sheet metal shape.

True all bends if necessary.

47



METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Objtive 7.0

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.1.1

7.2.1

7.

Film Strip or Loop

Demonstration

Text

Tools, Equipment and Materis

Demonstration

Tools, Equip_ent and Materin

Demonstration

Tooliis, Equipment and Materials

5 6
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COURSE GENERAL METALS_

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO all_

8th Grade

FASTENING SHEET METALS

The learner will, with 80% proficiency, secure all seams fn his sheet metal shape.
He will accomplish this with tirmer's rivets, "pop rivets", sheet metal screws, stove
bolts or by spot welding.

NO. _NTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

-8.1

8.2

The learner will use tamer's rivets, "pop rivets", or
the spot welder to fasten corner seams in his sheet
meta shape.

The learner wrn use "pop rivets", sheet metal screws,
or stove bolts to secure handles, other appendages, an
any "hard to get to" seams.

8.1

8.2

Fasten all co e seams.

Use fasteners most suited for use from one
side of the sheet metal shape to secure handles
and other appendages to your work.

5 7
49



METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Terminal omance Objective - 8.0

8.2 8.2.1

Demonstrations

TooLs

Equipment

Materials

Demonstrations

Tools

Equipment

Materials

Text

Method I Media Seic

50



COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

8th Grade

CUTTING AND FILING
N BENCH METALS

The learner will cut to length, all parts required for his previously drawn bench
meta project. He will shape the ends of these parts by filing. These steps will be
accomplished with a proficiency of 80%.

INTER EDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

The learner will measure and cut to length air parts re-
quired for construction of his previously drawn bench
metal project. He will accomplish this with a bench
shear or a hand hacksaw.

The learner will use files to remove burrs and shape
ends of each part cut for the bench metal project.

9.1 Cut to length all parts necessary to construct
your bench metal project.

.2 Remove any burrs left by the cutting operations
arid shape the end of each piece to match your
drawing. Clean your files with a file card.

5 9
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METHOD / MEDLA ANALYSIS

Term.bia Pe/farm:ince Objective - 9.0

Film

Demonstration

Tools

Equipment

Materials

Demonstration

Tools

Equipment

Materials

6 0
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECIIVE NO.

8th Grade

DRILLING AND PUN HMG
HEAVY METALS

The learner will use the drill press, or a power hand drill with twist drills and/or
a bench-mounted hand metal piuich to produce all rivet, screw and bolt holes
in the individual lengths of metal. He will also use a counteraLnk with either a
hand or power drill for removing burrs from these holes or for countersinking.

. He will complete both series of operations with a proficiency of 80%.

NO. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO.1 CRITERION MEASURES

10.1

10.2

The learner will drill or punch all previously located
rivet screw or bolt holes in the individual lengths of
me

The learner will use the appropriate metal countersink
to remove the burrs or to countersink the drilled or
punched holes.

10.1 Drill or punch all previously located rivet,
screw or bolt holes in your metal.

10.2 Use the appropriate countersLnk for counter-
sinking or deburring where necessary.

6 1
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METHOD I MEDIA ANALYSIS

Obj e - 10.0

10.1 OA,

10.2 110.2.1

Film

Demonstration

Text

T ols

Materials

Equipment

Demonstration
,

Tools

Materials

Equipment

6
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COURSE GENERAL METALS
8th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO _ 11_0_ ITORMING BENCH METALS

The learner will use hammers, anlril, machinist vise, various bending jigs, monkey wrench,
or "Meti Former" to bend the metal lengths to fit the previously completed layout
drawing. He will accomplish this with 80% proficiency.

NO. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

11:1

11.2

11.8

The learner will use hammers and a vise to make
angular bends in the metal lengths.

The learner will use hammers and an anvil, bending jigs
or "Metl Former" to complete all curved bends Ln his
lengths of metal.

The learner will use a monkey wrench and a
form ail twists in bench metal lengths.

11.2

1

angular bends in your metal.

nds in your metal.

Twist your me

6 3
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METHOD / MEDIA ANALY

Obj - 11.0

11.2 11 2.1

Film

Demonstration

Tools

Eqtdpment

Materials

Demonstration

Tools

Equipment

Materials

Demorstration

Tools

Equipment

Ma -_-

Method JMedia doctio

6 4



COURSE GEflAL METALS
th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJEMVE NO 12.0 FASTENING BENCH

METALS

The lelirner will, with 80% proficiency, secure the various parts of his bench metal
shape into a single unit. This will be accomplkhed through the use of soft iron rivets
or with stove bolts.

NO. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

12.1

12.2

The learner will use a ball peen hammer and an anvil
or back-up plate.to set rivets in previously drilled or
punched rivet holes tluough two or more pieces of
metal

The learner will use appropriate screwdrivers and
wrenches to complete securing various parts of the
bench metal shape into a single unit stove bolt.

12.1

12.2

'ye ously ctrffied holes.

Complete assembly of your ben
project.



METHOD / MED ALYSIS

Objective 12.0

Nn Method / Media Selection

12.1 I 12.1.1

12.2 112.2.1

Demonstration

Text

Tools

Ma

Wittipment

6 6
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COURSE GENERAL MET
8th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 13.0 FINISHING

The learner will, with 80% proficiency, apply appropriate finishing techniques and
materials to protect and decorate his completed project.

NO. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

13.2

NO. CRITERION MEASURES

The learner will use abrasive cloth, steel wool, and/or
lacquer thinner to remove oxidation and contaminants
from the completed project.

The learner will apply protective or decorative coating
to the completed project following one of the
following schedules:

) Apply paste wax in a series of thin coats
buffing with a soft cloth between coats.

(b) Etch galvanized prior to application of paint

) Apply lacquer or enamel.

13.1

13.2

Use materials provided by your instructor
to clean your project.

Apply finish to your completed project as
directed by youi instauctor.



Tern Anal Performance Objecthe

METHOD / MEDLA ANALYSIS

- 13,0

. P.

13.

13.2

ThA

TZn

13.1.1

13.2.1

..e _NeIoeVlon

Demonstration

Tools

Materials

Demonstration

Tools

Materials

68
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MACHINE SHOP IA

ACCREDITATION NO. 5847A

LENGTH OF COURSE: 1 SEMESTER

GRADE LEVEL: 9th

PROGRAM PATH: CAREER EDUCATION, PRE-TECHNICAL, COLLEGE

PFSREQUISITE(S): 7th & 8th METALS

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Thix course of study is designed as a 9th grade level course of (1) one

semester's length. It is to be follomed to revie 7 reinforce and expand the basic

knovaedge previously learned.

6 9
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MACHINE SHOP IA

1.0 Orientation

2.0 Safety

3.0 Introduction to Metals

4.0 Occupations

5.0 Lay-out and Measuring

6.0 Planning

7.0 Hand Tools

8.0 Drilling Operations

9.0 Fastening

10.0 Abrasives

11.0 Finishing

12.0 Sheet Metatls

13.0 Bench Metal

14.0 Welding

15.0 Forging

16.0 Lathe

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Th_is course of study has been designed to incorporate both Machine

(Accreditation No. 5847A) and Machine Shop IB (Accreditation No. 5847B). Each tue

ninth (91.h) gade level courses and designed for one (1) semester in length. Metals 7 (No. 5861)

and Metals 8 (No. 5862) constitute the foundation for these courses of study and to introduce, review,

or reinforce basic skills were repeated in part. Additions were made to increase the scope and content.

7 0



COURSE C1-111%....a. IA
9th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. La ORIENTATION

The learner will define in writing, with 80% proficiency, the rules and regulations
governing condt.ct in the metals laboratory. He will also define the grading system used.

O. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The learner will Arrite the basic rules and regulatiow
governing conduct and responsibilities in the metals
laboratory.

1. No horseplay
2. Take cari of the tools and equipment
3. Use the right tool for the job
4. Be a good housekeeper
5. Observe all safety rules

The learner will, in wrtng, demonstrate hia
understanding of the grading system used and
will determine his letter grade ushig the approved
criteria measurements.

NO. CRITERION MEASURES

1. 1 Write the five (5) rules and regulatious governing
conduct and responsibilities for the metals
laboratory.

1.2 Using the instructor approved criteria measurements,
compute, in writing, your gade for it grading period.

71



T

METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Performance Objectives - 1.0

I. P.
Methol Mødia Selection

1.1

1.2

1 1

1.2.1

Text

Handout

Lecture

Lecture

Chalkboard

Examination sheet

7 2
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0.

2.1

COURSE JUCI-IINE
9thdr

TERMINAL PERFORM/04,10E
OBJECTIVE NO. -2.13 SAFETY

The learner will demonstrate, by performance and in writing, his ability to understand
and abide by the rnles of safety as they apply to the metals laboratory .

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Given a written examination, the learner will list and
define, in writing, the rules of safety for the metals
laboratory.

1. The laborato
horseplay.

2. Dress safely.
3. Wear eye protection where required.
4. Take proper care of toobi.
6. Use tools properly.
6. Keep the tools sharp and Ln good com

dition.
7. Get permission before operating any

mac
8. Never adjust or oil a moving machLne.
.9. Keepguardsui place.

10. Be a good hotmekeeper.
11. Report all injuries to the instructor.

place for work, not

2.2 The learner will demonstrata by daily activities, his
understanding of and willingness to obey the lab-
oratory safety rules.

CRITERION MEASURES

2.1 List, in writLng, the safety rules given you by
your instructor and write a brief description of
each demonstzating your understanding of these
rules.

2.2

7 3

You will be observed daily on your willingness
to abide by and practice the rules of safe



ermine] Performance Objective

ME _OD / MEDIA ANALYSI

- 2.0

2.2 2.2,1

Lecture

Demonstration

Handout Sheet

Film

Slides

Lecture

Film

thod/ Media Selection

7 1



COURSE MACHINE SHOP IA

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. a n

By performance and written examination, the learner will identify the properties and physical
characteristics of various metals with 75%proficiency.

3.2

3.3

NTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJE CRITERION MEASURES

The learner will define these metal te __s in writing.

A. Ferrous
B. Non-Ferrous
C. Alloy

- contains iron
- contains no iron

mixture of two (2) or more
metals

Given seven (7) metal chant
define each in vniting.

1) Hardness - resistance to penetration
2) Bttleness - susceptibility to fracture
3) Malleability ability to be hammered ot rolled

to shape.
4) Dfictility - ability to be dravni to shape
5) Elasticity - ability to return to original shape.
6) Fusibility - ease of liquification by heating
7) Machinability - machining ease

ristics, the learner will

The learner
samples.

Cast iron
Mild steel
Tool steel
Aluminum
Copper
Brass
Lead

orally identify seven (7) Oven metal

7 5

Define, in ing, the te s:

1) Ferrous
2) Non-Ferrous
3) Alloy

3.2 Given seven (7) characteristics of metals, define
each in writing. .

fi

Orally identify the seven (7.) metal samples
handed you by your instructor.
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Performance Objective

KETEOD I _ _EDIA ANALYSIS

- 3.0

3.2

1.1

[ethod Media Selection

Lecture

Samples

Handout Sheet

3.2.1 Lecture

Film

Samples

Handout Sheet

.1 Lee

Demonstration

Samples

Film

7 6



COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 4-12.--

9th Grade

OSCUtATIQV

The learner will, with 75% proficiency, in writing, list the occupational opportunities
available in metalworking. He will also choose one of these areas and research the opportunities,
the advantages, and the disadvantages of this particular area.

O. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO.

4-

CRITERION MEASURES

The learner will list, in writing, eight (8)
occupational opportunities in the fields of metal-
working. The list may include the following:

1) Machinist
2) Tool & Die Makers
3) Sheet -Metal Layout Men
4) Pattern Makers (Foundry)
5) Welders, Arc
6) Machine Tool Operators
7) Machinery Maintenance Men
8) Molders & Coremakers (Foundry)
9) Draftsmen

10 ) Electronics Technicians
11) Hydraulics Repairmen
12) Metalurgists
13) Cotnputer Programmers
14) Engineers, Mechanical
15) Salesmen

The learner will research and write a two-hundred
(200) word composition on one of the occupational
opportunities in metalworking.

4.1

4.2

7 7

List, in writing, eight (8) occupational opportunIties
in the fields of metalworking.

Choose an occupational opportunity from
a list of metalworkers and write a two-
hundred (200) word composition pertaining
to that area including the advantages and dii-
advantaaes.
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METHOD MEDLA. ANALYSIS

Ternhial Performance Objective = 4.0

I. P.
Selection

4.1

4.2

4.1.1

4.2.1

Lecture

Film

Media Center Material

Text

Lecture

Film

Media 'Center

Text

7 8
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

MACHINE SHOP IA
h Grade

LAYOUT AND MEASURING

The learner will identify orally seven (7) basic measuring and six (6) basic layout tools
and will demonstrate by performance or in writing, the proper use of each.

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO CRITERION MEASURES

The learner will identify orally, these seven (7) basic
ensuring tools.

1. Steel rule
2. Steel square
3. Combination square
4. Sheet metal gage
5. Inside calipers
6. Outside calipers
7. Hermaphrodite calipers

5.1

The learner va identify orally, these six basic 5.2
layout hand tools.

1. Hammer (ball peen
2Plastic mallet
3. Prick punch
4. Center punch
5. DMders
6. Saibe

The learner will demons
ability to measure straight Imes divided into frac-
tions of.1/16 inch.

From a display showing the seven (7) basic hand
for measming, orally identify each.

From a display showing the six (6) basic layout too*
orally identify each.

writing, his j 5.3 On the examination sheet, using a steel rule and a pen

.4 The learner will measure and record the diameters
of two (2) cylindrical metal shapes using the follow-
thg measuring tools:

7 9

5.4

cil, draw the follwing lines:

1. 3 1/2
2. 4 1/16
3. 3 3/4
4. 5 5/16
5. 2 1/4
6. 3 1/8
7. 4 9/16
8. 5 11/16

Given two metal shapes (one solid cylinder and one
hollow cylinder) write the outside diameter of both
and the inside diameter of the hollow cylinder.
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COURSE ....aligkajailMa.
9th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECT VE NO. la..11oan LAYOUT AV

5.6

INTERMEDIATE PERFOR

1. Steel rule
2. Outside calipers
3. Inside calipers

The learner will =mare thee
a thickness gage.

CE OBJEOTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

etal thicimess using

The leuner will demonstrate his ability to locate
the center of a cylinchical metal piece, using a cen-
tering head &cm a combLnation set,

5 Using a sheet metal gage, write the rneasuremmith of
the sheet metal samples.

5.6 With a centering head and a
of the cylimchical sample.

8 0



METH

Objective 5.0

L P. M/M

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.6

5.1.1

5.2.1

5.3.1

5.4.1

5.5.1

Lecture

Demonstration

Film

Tools

Lecture

Demonstration

Film

Tools

Lectwe

Demonstration

Handout Sheet

Film

Bench Buie

Demonstration

Film

Tools and Equipment

Handout Sheet

Demonstration

Tools and Equipment

4IA.0 Samples

Handout Sheet

8 1
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METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Terminal Performance Obj e 5.0

Nil Ma-

5.6 5.6.1

election

Demonstration

Tools and Equipment

Metal Sample

8 2
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COURSE M_ACHINE SHOP IA
9thGIade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. PLONING

The learner will, in writing, with 80% proficiency, demonstrate his understanding of a planning
and procedure sheet by successfully completing both.

NO.

6.1

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO.
_

The learner will, in Writing, complete the plannfrig 6.1
sheet for an assigned or selected metal project, to
be completed in the laboratory. Include on this
sheet the following: (See attached form).

1. Name
2. Grade and homeroom section
3. Name of project
4. Date started
5. Date completed (by the instru )
6. Bill of rnateritts:

Thickness, width, and length of each
piece
Name of the part
Materiel to be used for each

7. A freehand or mechanically drawn sketch
of the project.

8. Tools and materials to be used.

The learner will, in limiting, complete a procedure
sheet, on the project selected in L P. O. 6.1.
(See attached form).

CRITERION MEASURES

Complete, in Nutting, the planning sheet
issued by your instructor.

6.2 Complete a procedure sheet listing completion
steps from layout to finish.
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Name
Project

PLANNING SlLEMT

Da
Da

BILL OF MATERIALS:

e started--
e completed------------

-Grade -----------

R Section

No. of - size
ieces T

Name of part
ni

Material os

I
EQUIPMENT A1D TOO

PROCEDURE OR STEPS:
1. Cut out stock.

2. Make part
a.

b.

C.

d.
Mak_ part 2.
a.

b.
o.

Eto

4. Make part 3.
5. Assemble.

6. Finish.
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METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Terminal Performance Obj 6,0

Mal

6.1.1

6.2.1

Lecture

Demonstration

Handout Planning Sheet

Lecture

Handout Sheet

8 5



COURSE MACHINE SHOP IA

TERMINAL PERFORMKNCE
OBJECTIVE NO. ill_

With 70% proficiency, the learner will identify, orally, thLrty (30) basic hand tools of the
Machine Shop and will demonstrate his ability to clean and store these tools.

NO NTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OB CTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

7.1 The learner will, shown the foliowing 0
basic hand tools, orally identify each.

1. hack saw
2. cold chisel
3. twist &ill
4. counter sink
5. tile - single cut
6. file - double cut
7. rasp
8. file - curved tooth
9. tap

10. tap wrench
11. pliers, combination, slip joint
12 pliers, lineman's side-cutting
13. pliers, needle nose
14. pliers, diagonal cutting
15. open-end wrench
16. box-end wrench
17. combination wrench
18 adjustable open-end wrench
19. pipe wrmli
20. monkey .-ench
21. tin snips
22. aviation &ups
23. hand Reamers
24. tinner's rtveting hammer
25: hand gioover
26. rivet set
27. standard screwdriver
28. phillips screwdriver
29. C - clamp
30. reamer

7.1 From a display o
tools oraliy identify each.

0 basic hand
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COURSE pACHINE SHOP IA
9th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 2-0_ cont'd.

NO.

_FLOTD TOO

CR TERION MEASURES

7. The learner vrill demonstrate his ability to clean and
properly store the basic hand tools.

7.2

87

After instruction on cleaning and storage of
the hand tools, you wdl be observed daily
on your ability and willingness to follow'tfiese
instructions.
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METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Terminal Perforz ce Objective 7.0

7.1 7.1.1 Lecture

Demonstration

Film

Tools

7.2 7.2.1 Demonstration

Film

Observation

Method f Media Seled ion



COURSE _MACHINE SHOP IA
9th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. DRILLING O2ERATIDNS

The learner will, in writing, list the safety rules pertaining to drilling operations and he will
orally identify the basic parts of a drill, a portable hand drill, and a drill press. He will do
this with 80% proficiency.

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTI CRITERION MEASURES

8.1 The learner will, in writing, list the basic safety rules
to be followed while using a drill press.

1) Wear eye protection
2) Properly clamp the work piece
3) Dress properly,
4) Keep the drills sharp
5) Use the correct speed
6) Never force the drill
7) Store the chuck key properly

8.2 In writing, the letu-ner will list the sic safety rules
to be followed while operating a portable electric
drill.

1) Cl: leek the cord condition
2) Keep cord from hot or oily surfaces
3) Never use near inflammable vapors or gases
4) Make suze hands are dry
5) store the -chuck key properly
6) Wear eye protection

8.1 Write the safety rules to follow while using
a drill press.

8.2

8 9

Write the six (6) safety rules to be followed
while operating a portable hand drill.
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COURSE MACHINE _SHOP IA
9th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 89 cont'd.

JO. s

8.3

.ERMEDIATF PERFORMANCE 0 _VES

The learner will, orally, identify the basic parts of a
chill press.

-SPINDLE- SPEEti ONTROL

SWITCH

ADJUSTABLE
DEPTH STOP

QUILL LOCK

CHUCK
FEED HANDLE

TABLE LOCK

COLUMN

BASE

NO.

8.3

9 0

CRIT R ON MEASURES

Identify, orally, these p

1. speed'. control
2. sAtch
3. depth stop
4. quill lock
5. chuck
6. chuck key
7. table
8. feed handle
9. table lock

10. column
11. base

11 press:
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 8.1) con d.

MACHINE SHOP IA
arade

E- EDIATE PERFORMANC OBJECTIVES

8.4 The learner will identify, orally, the three (3) most
commonly used machine drill bits and their basic
components.

A. Drill Bits

1. straight shank
tapered shank

3. counter sink

B. Basic Components of a

1. shank
2. body
3; flutes
4. cutting lip
5. body clearance
6. dead center
7. web thickness

4

8.5 The learner will safely and accurately demonstrate his 8.5
ability to drill a hole using the portable hand drill

The learner will safely and accurately demonstrate his 8.6
ability to drill a hole using a chill press.

CRITERION MEASURES

Identify, orally, the three (3) drill bits shown
you and name the seven (7) basic parts of
each.

Demonstrate your abffity to accurately drill
a hole, using a portable hand drill, twist drill,
punch, and hammer follovring these instructions.

1. Check safety practices
2. Place drill in chuck
3. Store chuck key
4. Locate the hole and punch center
5. Fasten the work securely
6. Turn on the riower
7. Apply even pressure
8. Reduce pressure when drill point begins

to cut through

Demonstrate your ability to safely and accurately
drill a hole using a drili press and the materials
issued to you. Follow these instructions:



COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 8.0 con d.

MACHINE SHOP IA
h arde

_attiLto_

40. 'ERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE_OBJECTIVES

8.7 The lemer will demonstrate the,aafand proper
method to countrrsink a hole with a abuntersink
and a chill press.

CR TERION MEASURES

8.6 I. State the basic safety rules
2. Locate the hole and center punch
3. Fasten the work securely
4. Adjust the s
5. Turn on power
6. Apply even pressure
7. Lubricate, if necessary
8. Reduce pressure when drill point begins

to cut tluough the material.
9. Remove drill

10. Store chuck key
11. Clean the drin press

8.7 Using the materials and equipment issued by
your instructor, demonstrate the proper method
of counters' king a drilled hole. Follow these
instructions:

I_ State the basic safety rules
2 Locate and (kill the pilot hole in the

materiab issued. Use the proper opera
procedures for drilling.

3. Adjust the speed
4. Apply light pressure
5. Lubricate, if necessary
6. Countersink the holes.

ng



METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Terminal Performance Objective 8-0

I. P.
Method Media Selection

8.1

8.2

8.1.1

8.2.1

8.3 8.3.1

8.4 8.4.1

8.5

8.6

8.7

8.5.1

8.6.1

8.7.1

Lecture

Demonstration

Film

Handout Sheet

Lecture

Demonstration

Film

Handout Sheet

Demons ation

Demonstration

Tools

Demonstration

Tools and Equipment

Obse_ ation

Demonstration

Tools and Equipment

Observation

Demonstration

Tools and Equipment

Observation



s10.

COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 9.0

MACHINE SHOP IA
ath Grade

FASTENINGS

With 80% proficiency, the learner will, in writing or orally, demonstrate 11.1 ability to
properly fasten metal pieces, using bolts, screws, rivet:, or soldering.

N'14ERMEDIATE PE ORMANCE OBJECTIVES

In writing, the learner will identify fo 4) com-
monly used metal screws and bolts.

Machine bolt.

. Machine scr

NO. CRITERION MEASURES

9.

9 4

Identify in writing, four (4) commonly used metal
bolts and screws from the illustration sheet given
you.



COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 9.0 cont'd.

MACHINE SHOP IA
9th Grade

FASTENINGS

12

NTERMEMATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

The learner will identify, in writing, the low 4)
cornmon head styles for threaded fasteners.

A

Common head styles for' threaded
fasteners. A. Hexagon. B. Square.
C. Round. D. Flat. E. Oval. F. Phillips.

The learner will, in writing, define "riveting" -
"the process of inserting a metal pin into a hole
and clinching it so that there is a head at each
end."

Define, orrilly rivet head types:

Rivet head types: A. Flat. B. Round.
C. Countersunk.

CRITERION MEASU ES

9.2 On the handout sheet, identify six (6) fastener
head Ptyles, sketched by your instructor.

9.3 Define, in writing, the term "riveting".

9.4 Identify, orally, the three rivet head types shown.



COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 9.0 cont'd.

_MACHINE SHOP IA _
ath Grade

FASTENINGS

9

NT:ERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE 0

The learner will properly and accurately hand set
rivets1 using the following tools and equipment:

a) Ball peen hammer
b) Rivet set
c) Hand punch
d) Portable electric chill
e) Sheet metal

CRITERI N MEASURES

Hand set a rivet in the stock pieces issued by your
instructor, Use the tools and materials issued ,
following these steps of procedure:

1. Layout and locate holes with the rivets
located at least two shank diameters
from the edge of the joint and at least
three (3) shank diameters from other
rivets.

The learner will demonstrate his ability to accurately
join metals by solderingfollowing four (4) basic
rules.

1. All suracee to be soldered must be clean

2. Use a flux to prevent oxidation and aid the
solder flow..

3. Enough heat mmt be applied to melt the so de

4. The solder must be the correct type for the
work.

2. Select a &I'M of the same diameter as
rivet shank and safely diffi the holes.

3. Insert the rivet in the hole. Shank
extension should be 1 1/2 diameters
beyond the metal.

4. Vise clamp the rivet set and peen the
rivet shank to form a second tieid
on the rivet.

Using the material' and tools issued, solder
the stock together following the four (4)
basic soldering rules Oven.



MOETHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

ce Objecthe - 9.0

Selection

Demonstra ion

Samples

Handout Sheet

Demonstration

Samples

Handout Sheet

Lecture

Samples

Handout Sheet

Lecture

Samples

Demonstration

wrials

Tools and Equipment

Observation

Demonstration

Materials

Tools and Equipment

Materials
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10.1

COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO= 10.0

MAC NE SHOP IA
h GrETde

ABRAS VES

The learner will, orally, defme the terms "abrasive" and "grain" size. The learner will
alao, by written examination, recall the two (2) major types of abrasive at a proficiency level
of 75%.

INTE EDIATE PERFOR ANCE OBJECTIVES NO.

Define, orally, the term abrasive".

Abrasive : any hard, sharp material used to wear
away another.

10.2 The learner will, by written examination, recall the
'two (2) major types of abrasi. s.

1. Natural - mineral sources

2. Arlificial - man-made

CRITERION EASURES

10.1 Orally define the te ab 'ye" to the in-
structor.

10.2 Complete the following statements:

1 abrasives are those made by nature.

10.3 The learner will, orally, define the te 10.3
the instructor.

Grain: sifted through screens to determine the size_
Examble: No. E0 grit will sift through a screen with
80 openings par inch.

2 abrasives are those made by MID.

Defme, orally o the instruc
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METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Terminal Perlonnance Objecve 10.0

10.2

Lecture

Handout Sheet

0.2_ Lecture

Samples

Handout Sheet

O. 10.3. Lecture

9 9
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

MACHINE SHOP IA
-911f -Grade

FINISHINQ

The learner, with 80% proficiency, will demonstrate loa ability to define a decorative or
protect.e rtnish for metals and state how metals ale prepared for finishing.

ND. NT EDIATE P

11.1

ORM CE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION EASURES

The learner will define, in writing, the basic method
of metal finishes.

1. Wax finish waxing and polishing .

2. Clear lacquer thin, even coats of clear lacquer.

3. Black antique - black lacquer coat allowed to
dry then rubbed with abrasive cloth.,

4. Enamels and lacquers - a pruner as a base, then
colored enamel or lacquers applied.

I11.2 The learner will demonstrate, orally, his ability to
prepare a metal surface for finishLrig.

1. Remove burrs and file marks .

2. Remove oxidation and dirt.

3. Remove oil and grease with solvents.

1.1

2

0 0

Define, in writing, the following metal
finishes:

1. Wax finish

2. Clear lacquer

3. Black antique

4. Enamels and colored lacquers

Explain, orally, how you would prepare
a metal surface for fitUstung.
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MEMOD MEDIA ANALYSIS

()Weedy - 11.0

Handout Sheet

Samples

11.2

Demons

eIection

101
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 12.0

MACHINE SHOP IA
-Vtn uracte

SHEET METALS

The learner will, . ting, list the agety rules of the sheet metals laboratory and will, with 75%
proficiency, demonstrate by performance, his ability to cut, form, shape, and amemble sheet
metal stock using hand and bench tools.

IWtERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

12.1 The learner will write the following safety rules to be
practiced in the sheet metals laboratory.

1) Handle sheet metal with cue
2) Use gjoves, if possible
3) Report cuts Lmmediately, no matter how minor
4) Never brush metal with your hand - use a brush
5) Keep tools clean and sharp
6) Keep your hands clear of the squELring shear

blade and your feet from beneath the treadle
7) Get help when cutting larger pieces
8) Place scrap pieces in scrap box
9) Wear eye protection

10) Ask permission before operating any machinery

12.2 The learner will identify, oray, these four (4)
coimnonly used metals of the sheet metals labor-
atory.

12.

1) Galvanized sheet
2) Tin plate
3) Aluminum sheet
4) Perforated metal sheet

12.1

CRITERION MEASURES

List, in writing, the safety rules of the sheet
metals laboratory.

12.2 Identify, orally, he fa 4) different metal
samples shown.

The learner will iden , orally, the following sheet 12.3 I
Identiy, orally, the six 6 basic hand tools
displayed.metal hand tooth:

1) Tinanipe
2) Mallet
3) Hand Seamer
4) Hand groover
5) Tinner's setting down hammer
6) Hand metal punch
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 12.0 con 'd.

MACHINE SHOP IA

SHEET

2.

INTERMEDIATE PE OR_ANCE OBJECTIVES

Identify, orall- he following bench equipment:

I) Stakes
2) Bar folder
3) Box and pan brake
4) Slip roll former

Given a drawing of a sheet metal box, the learner will
lay out and transfer the pattern to sheet metal. He
will cut, form, and fasten the project.

NO. RITERION_ MEASURES

12.4

12.5

0 3

Identify, orally, four (4) pieces of bench
mounted forming equipment after an introduction
to each by your histructor.

Lay out a sheet metal open-top box showing the
proper over-all dimensions and shape. Cut
and form the metal into a completed product_
Follow these steps of procedure.

1) Draw a squwe or rectangle equal to
the size of the box bottom.

2) Draw the sides and ends so that they
are of equal height

3) Add material for corner lap seams.

4) Add material for the hems.
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KEMOD / MEDiA

12.0

12.2

Demonstration

Film

dout Sheet

12.2. Lecture

2.3

12.4

12.5

Samples

12.3. Demonstration

Ram

Tool Samples

12. Demonstration

Fik

12.5.11 Demonstrition

Tools and Equipment

Handout Sheet
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COURSE MACHINE SHOP IA
9th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 13.0 BENCH METALS

The learner will, Drally, define the two (2) classdications of metals. He will distingish the
differences between various properties of metal by written examination. A proficiency level of
75% is expected of the learner.

a INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

13.1

13.2

The learner will orally define the following two (2)
classifications of metals:

1) Ferrous metal contains &on

2) Non-Ferrous metal - contains no iron

NO. CRITERION MEASURES

The learner will, by written examination, distinguish
the differences between various properties .of metal.

13.1 Orally define the two (2) major classifications
of metals to the instructor.

13.2 In the spaces,prOPided place the letter which
represents the most accurate description
(right column) of that property of metal (left
column).

1 0 5

Fusibility

Elasticity

Hardness

Ductility

A. Allows metal to
resist penetration

B. Alloys metal to be
drawn-out sithout
breaking

C. Allows metal to
return to its oritinal
shape after bending

D. Allows metal to be-
come liquid easily
and join with other
metals.
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METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Terminal Performance Obj - 13.0

TM
Nn, Method / Melia Selection

1 13.1.1 Lecture

13.2.1 Lecture

Film

Samples

Handou, Sheet
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBSECTIVE NO. 14.0

MACHINE SHOP IA
9th Grade

WELDIN

The learner swill define elding" in vtriting, and will, with 75% proficiency, demonstrate his
his ability to safely join metals, using arc and oxy-acetylene welding equipment.

INTERMEDIATE PERFOR ANCE OBJECTIVES

4.1

ti

The learner will define in writing, the process of
welding metals.

Welding - the process of joining metal parts by
applying heat to melt the edges or sur-
faces until two pies join. Extra metal
is sometimes added to the weld by melt-
ing a metal rod into the molten puddle.

NO.

14.1

The learner wifi identify, in writing, the safety rules 14.2
of welding.

1. Wear protective clothing and gjoves
P. Wear eye protection
3. Never weld near oil or grease or on

containers that have contained
inflammables.

4. Keep the floor area clean
5. Keep "spectators" away from work

area
6. Hold your hand slightly above a piece

of metal before touching it to see if
it is hot.

0 7

CR TERION EASURES

Define in writing, the term ding".

Write the safety tides of welding.
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 14.0 cont'd.

MACHINE SHOP IA
gth Grade

WELDING

1ERMEDIATE PER] OR.MANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

43 The learner will identify five (5) major types of
welds. I he five maim types of welds used

- to' rOin metal

But f joint C orner joint

Lop joint Tee !oint

Edge joint

14.3

08

Identify, orally, the five (5) basic weld examples,
shown you by your instructor,
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 14.0 cont'd.

MACHINE SHOP
9th Grade

WELDING

-ATE PERFORI

learner will identify, o

) too cold
b) correct
c) too hot ,

Beads made'with an arc that
cold, with a correct or normal arc, and with'en-
arc that is too hot.

a welding bead that

TOO COLD CORRECT-

The learner will identify, orally, the major com-
ents of an electric arc welder.

1) positive cable
2) wound clamp and cable
3) . electrode holder
4 amperage selector

CR TERION MEASURES

14.4 Given three (3) samples showing different
welded beads, orally identify the conditions
under which these beads were formed.

(1) too much amperage
(2) correct amperage
(3) amperage too low

14.5 Alter class instmction, identify orally the
major components of an arc welding unit.

0 9
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 110 conttd.

MACHINE SHOP IA
llthGrade

4.6

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The learner will demonstrate his ability to strike
arc and weld two (2) metal pieces together.

NO

14.6

CRITERION MEASURES

ter the arc unit has been pre-adjusted by
the instructor, you will strike an arc and lay a
bead following these instructions:

ommfrAmiimmavaminita
TOUCH ft AWAY r TO AWAY

. Strike the arc as you would scratch
"12 match.

1) Clean the stock piece issued you

2) Confirm with the instructor that the unit
has been pre-adjusted prior to turning the

'tch to "on".

3) Lower the face shield

4) Strike an arc

14.6

tiOnS

These are some of the weaving
itlibe be done in arc welding.

5) After .arc has been established, move it
slowly along the material at a uniform

te

110
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. cont'd.

MACHINE SHOP IA
9tlf Iiracte-

a INIIERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

14.7

14.8

14.9

The learner will defme, in writing, the basic principles
involved in oxy-acetylene welding.

(a) Oxygen and acetylene mixed in correct pro-
portions burns with en extremely hot flame
which readily melts metal.

The learner will identity, orally, the basic components
of a gas welding unit.

1) Cylinder for oxygen
2) Cylinder for acetylene
3) Two regulators
4) Red hose (acetylene)
5) Green hose (oxygen)
6) Safety lighter (striker)
7) Torch
8) Valve wrench

NO.

14.6

The learner, given proper instruction, will lay a welding
bead with an oxy-acetylene unit.

14.7

14.8

14.9

CRITERION MEASURES

6) Study the bead after completion to make
certain it was done correctly.

(a) too fast a thin bead

(b) too slow - a bead too large and too
deep with wasted material

7) Turn off the unit.

In writing, defme the basic principles of gas
welding.

Shown a gas welding unit, you will orally
identify and define the major components.

Lay a sample bead on the stock issued, following
this procedure:

1) Clean and clamp stock together
2) Place eye protection over your forehead
3) Loosen pressure regulator valves

iii



COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 14.Q

a INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

MACHINE SHOP IA

NO.

9thGrade

14.9

CRITERION MEASURES

4) Open oxygen cylinder valve wide open
(gradually)

5) Open acatylene cylinder valve 1/2 to 1
turn. NEVER MORE

6) Adjust both.cylinder valves to about five
PSI.

'7) Open the acetylene valve on the torch a
full 1/4 turn and light with striker. Adjust
the flame until it begins to jump away
from the torch tip, then reduce acetylene
slightly until the name is just blowing
away from the tip.

8) Open the torch oxygen vavle until you
get a neutral flame.

OXIDIZING FLAME
TOO MUCH OXYGEN-

CARBURIZING
FLAME
TOO LITTLE
OXYGEN

SHORTER CONE

SHORTER ENVELOPE
a

CONE INTERMEDIATE CONE

ENVELOPE

NEUTRAL FLAME
INNER CONE ENVELOPE

JUST RIGHT FOR !: !ijp--
MOST WELDS

9) Lower eye protection
10) Hold the tip of the flame 1/16 from

the metal.
11) Using the rod issued by the nustructor,

form a puddle on one end and beien
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 14.0 cont'd.

MACHINE SHOP
9th-Grade

WELDING

EDIATE PERFOR ANCE OB VES CRITERION MEASURES

14.9 melting the rod into the pudcUe and
build the weld up about 25%.

12) Weave the torch back and forth sligtly,
movhig the rod with just the opposit
movement._

REINFORCED

PENETRATION

DIRECTION OF
WELD

FIRE BRICK

13) Shut off the unit in reversed sequence _ o
lighting. (Acetylene first).

14) Check the head for penetration and
pattern (appearance).
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Termi

P.

METHOD I MEDL& ANALYSIS

- 14.0

14 1 14.1. Lecture

Text

Handout Sheet

14.2 i4.2 Lecture

Demonstration

Text

Handout Sheet

14.3 14.3 Lecture

Samples

14.4 14.41 Demonstration

Samples

14.5 14.5.1 Demonstration

Equipment

Text

4.6 14.61 Demonstration

Tools and Equipment

Text

Haiidout Sheet

14.7 14.71 Lecture

Text

Handout Sheet

_fethod Med--

114

_on
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METHOD EDIA ANALYSIS

Terminal Performance ON - 14.0 cont'd.

Demonstration

Tools

Equipment

Text

Demonstration

Tools

Equipment

Materials

Handout Sheet

115
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METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Terminal Performance Obj - 15.0

15.1

5.2

15.1.1

Demonstration

Tools

Handout Sheet

15.2. Demonstration

Text

Tools

F4uipment

Materials
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2

COURSE CHINE SHOP IA
9th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
-0BaCTIVE NO. 15.0 HAND FORGING

The learner will, by written examination, demonstrate hU knowledge of various tools tued in
the area of hand_forging. Also, the learner will use two forging processes to construct a prac-
tical exercise. A proficiency level of 76% ka expected of the learner.

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NJ. CRITERION MEASURES

The learner will demonstrate, by written examination
his knowledge of the vadous tools used hi hand for-'
Ong-

1. AnItil
2. Tongs
3. Sledge hammer
4. Cross peen hammer
5. Ball peen hammer
6. &insight peen hammer
7. Hat chisel hammer

The learner will, by practical application, demon-
strate his ability to do one of the following processes
in connection with hand fort-Ong:

a. Tapering
b. Drawing-out
c. Bending
d. Upsetting
e. Twistirg

15.1

5.2

1

Complete the following statements by supplying
the missing word or words.

1. The._of the anvil is used for shaping
circular metal parts.

2. Hotmetaligheldwiththeiiidof

3. Common hammers used to forge metals
rue the peen, __ -peen,
and the

Select a project to be hand forged that will
incorporate one of the following operations.

a. Tapering
b. Drawing-out
c. Bending
d. Usettin
e. Twisthag
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 16.0

E SHOP IA

LATHE

The leaxner will identify, orally, the basic parts of an engine lathe and lathe cutting tools. He vrill
demonstrate his ability to ardely use and properly clean a lathe. He will do this with 75% proficiency.

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJE VES

The learner will, in writing, list the basic safety rules
of the lathe operation.

1) Ask permission before using
2) Dress properly

-3) Wear eye protection
4) Never adjust the lathe while it is running
5) Remove chips only with a brosh
6) Stop the lathe to check measurements

16.2 The learner will identify, orally, the sixteen (16)
basic p&rts of a lathe.

1) bed
2) ways
3) headstock
4) live center
5) face plate
6) back gear lever
7) feed reverse lever
8) getu box
9) apron

10) chuck knob
11) feed selector lever
12 ) half nut,lever
13) lead screw
14) tail stock
15) compound rest
16) pulley cover

NO.

16.1

16.2

CRITERION MEASURES

In writing, list and define the basic saiety rules
of lathe operation.

Shown a metal lathe by your instructor, orally
identify it's sixteen (16) basic parts and defme
their purpose.
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 16.0 cont'd.

MACHINE_ SHOP _IA
9th -Gi

LATHE

NTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBMCTIVES

The learner will identify and defthe orally, the six
(6) basic lathe cut_Atin tools.

NO.

6.3

Lathe cutting tools. A. Left cut turn-
ing. B. Round-nose. C. Right-cut tu n-

ing. D. Left-cut side facing. E.

Threading. f. Right-cut side faci g:
The learner will demonstrate his abiliti* to properly 16.4 Safely and accurately demonstrate the use of an
complete a lathe turning operation using a selected engine lathe to corrplete an instructor assigned
or assigned project. or student selected laboratory project.

CRITERION MEASURES

Identify, orally, the six (6) basic lathe cutting
tools displayed.

119
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METIOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Terminal ce Objectv - 16.0

L P.
Nes_ _ Nn

16.1

16.2

16.3

16.4

16.1 Lecture

Demonstration

Text

Handout Sheet

16.2. Lecture

Demonstration

Equipment

Handout

16.3 Demonstration

Tools

16.4. Lectuse

Demonstration

Tools

Equipment

1 0

on
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MACHINE SHOP IB

ACCREDITATION NO. 5847B

LENGTH OF COURSE: 1 SEMESTER.

GRADE LEVEL: 9th

PROGRAM PATH: CAREER EDUCATION, PRE-TECHNICAL, COLLEGE

PREREQUISITE(S): 7th & 8th METALS & METALS IA

COURSE DESCRIPHON:

This course of study is designed as a 9th grade level course of (I) one

semester's len _h. It is to be followed to review, reinforce and expand the

basic knowledge previously learned.

121
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MACHINE SHOP IB

1.0 Oiientation

2.0 Safety

3.0 Introduction to Metals

4.0 Occupations

5.0 Lay-out and Measuring

6.0 Planning

7.0 Hand Tools

8.0 Abrasives

9.0 Milling

10.0 Sheet Metals

11.0 Bench Metall'

12.0 Welding

13.0 Forwing

14.0 Lathe

15.0 Finishing

NOT

This course of study has been designed to incorporate both Machine Shop IA (Accreditation

No. 5847A) and Machine Shop 1B (Accreditation No. 5847B). Each are ninth (9th) grade level courses

and designed for one (1)semester in length . Metals 7 (No. 5861) and Metals 8 (No 5862 ) constitute the

'abundation for these courses of study and to introduce, review, or reinforce basic skills

part. Adclitions were made to increase the scope and content.
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 1.0

MACHINE SHOP IB
9th Grade--

RIENTATION

The learner will defme, in writing, and with a proficiency ./1 80%, the rules arid regulations
governing conduct in the Metals Laboratory. He will define, in writing, the grading system used.

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OWE VES

1.1 The learner will write the basic rules &nd regulations,
listed below, governing conduct and responsibilities
in the Metals Laboratory.

1. No horseplay
2. Care of tools and Equipment
3. Use the right tool for the job
4. Be a good housekeeper
5. Observe stll safety rules

The learner will, in writing, demonstrate his under-
standing of the grailing system used and will
determine his letter grade using the approved
criteria measurements.

NO.

1.2

2 3

CRITERION MEASURES

Write the five (5) rules and regulations
goverrang conduct and responsibilities for the
Metals Laboratory.

UsLng instructor approved criteria measurements,
compute in writing, your grade for a grading
period.

11i



METHOD / MEDIA ANALY

Terminal Performance Obj - LO

1.21

Lecture

Handout Sheet

Lecture

Demonstration

Handout Sheet

Method Media Selection

1 2 4
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 2M

The learner will demonstra
abide by the rules of safety

MACHINE SHOP IB
h Grade

SAFETY

by performance and in writing, his ability to understand and
they apply to the Metals Laboratory.

ED ATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

2. Given a written examination, the learner wW list
and define, in writing, the rules of safety for the
Metals Laboratory.

1. No horseplay
2. Dress safely
3. Wear eye protection where required
4. Take proper care of tools
5. Use tools properly
6. Keep tools sharp and in good condition
7. Get permission before oeruting

any machinery
8. Never adjust or oil a moving machine
9. Keep guards in place

19. Be a good bousekerver
11. Report all injuries the matruc

mediately

The learner will demonstxate, by daily activities his
understanding of and vrillWiness to obey the
laboratory safety rules.

1

2.1

2.2

2 5

CR TERION MEASURES

List, in writtng, the safety rules given you by
your instructor and write a brief description
of each demonstrating your understanding
of these rules.

You will be observed daily on yourlyilltngness
to abide by and practice the rules of safety.
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METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Terminal Perforrnønce Objectives - 2.0

P.
Me election

2.1

2.2

2.1.1 Lecture

Demonstration

Handout Sheet

Film - Slides

2.2.1 1 Lecture

Film

126
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 3.0

MACHINE SHOP DB
9th Grade

INTRODUCTI

The learner will, by perfomiance and written exam ination, identify the properties and physical
characteristics of various metals.

INtERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The leaner will define the following metal terms
in "ting:

A. Ferrous - contains iron
B. Non-Ferrous - contains no iron
C. Alloy - mixture of two (2) or more

3.2 Given seven (7) Metal characteristics, the learner
will defLne each in writing.

I. Hardness resistance to penetration
2_ Brittleness susceptibility to fracture
3. Malleability ability to be hmrimered or rolled

to shape.
4. Ductility - ability to be drawn to shape
5. Elasticity - ability to be returned to original

shape.
6. Fusibility - ease of liquification by heating
7. Machinability machine ease

The learner will, orally, identify seven (7) even
metal samples.

I. Cast iron
2. Mild steel
3. Tool steel
4. Aluminum
5. Copper
6. Brass
7. Lead

127

NO. CRITERION MEASIUBES

.1

2

Define, in writing, the following:

1. Ferrous

2. Non-Ferrous

3. Alloy

Given seven (7 ) characteristics of metals,
define each in writing.

Orally identify the seven (7) metal samples
as displayed by the instructor.
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METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Tern*uti Perforniance Objectiv - 3M

Le

Samples

Handout Sheet

Lecture

Film

Samples

Handout Sheet

Lecture

flemonsation

plea

Film
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COURSE MACHINE SHOP IB

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

The learner will, with 75% proficiency, in writing, list the occupational opportunities
available in Metalworking He will also choose one of these areas and research the
opportunities, the advantages, and disadvantages of this particular atea.

O.

4.1

4.2

INTERMEDIATE PERFO
_

CE

The leaner will list eight (8) occupation
opportunities Ln the fields of Metalorki
may include the following:

1. Machinists
2. Tool and Die Makers
3. Sheet Metal Layout
4. Patternmaking (Foundry)
5. Arc Welders
6. Machine Tool Operators .
7. Machinery Maaitenance Men
8. Molders and Coremakers (FouncLry)
9. Draftsmen

10. Electronic Technicians
11. Hydraulics Repairmen
12. Metalurgists
13. Computer Programmer
14. Mecharucal Engineering
15. Salesmen

VES

The list,

The learner will resemch and write a two-hundred
(200) word composition on one (1) of the
occupational opportunities in MetAdwor

129

NO. CRITERION MEASURES

4.1 List in writing eight (8) occupational
opportunities in the field of metalworking.
Give a brief description of the responsibilities
of each.

1.2 Choose an occupational opportunity from a
list of Metidworkers and 'mite a two-hundred
(200) word co tion pertaining to that
area, including advantages and diaadvantages.
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METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Tenninal Performance Objecthree 4.0

L P. Mflitt

Am_ bin_ Methodl Media Selection

4.1 Lecture

Text

Media Center materlais

Examination sheet

4.2 4.2=1 Text

Media Center matehals

Handout sheet

130
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COURSE MACHINE SHOP LB

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 5-ll- ._LAYOUT top mglirsutaic__

The learner will identify, orally, seven (7 ) basic measuring and six (6) basic layout tools
and will demonstrate, by performance or in writing, the proper use of each.

NO. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

5.1 The learner will orally ident y the following seven
(7) basic measming tools:

1. Steel rule
2. Steel squwe
3. Combination square
4. Sheet metal gauge
5. Inside calipers
6. Outside calipers
7. Hermaphrodite calipers

From a display showing the seven (7) basic
hand tools for measuring, orally identify each.

5.2 1 The learner will orally identi ty the s 6) basic I 5.2 From a display of the six (6) basic layou
orally identify each.layout hand WAAL

1. -Hammer (ball peen):'
2. Plastic mailer
3. Prick pimich
4. Center punch
5. Dividers
6. Scribe

The learner will demonstrate, in writing, his ability
to measure straight lines divided into fractions of
1/16 Lnch.

131

5.3 On the examination sheet, using a bench rule
and a pencil, draw the following lUies:

1. 3112
2. 4 1/16
3. 3 3/4
4. 5 5/16
5. 2 1/4
6. 3 1/8
7. 4 9/16
8 5 11/16



COURSE MACHINE SHOP IB
Gth Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
oBacrivE NO. .12Acont'd. LAYQUAS -NG

O. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The learner wiX measure and record the diameters
of two (2) cylindrical metal shapes using the followini
measuring tools:

I. Steel rule
2. Outside mai
3. Inside calipi

The learner will meastue sheet metal thickness using
a thickness gage.

The learner will demonstrate his ability to locate
the centir of a cylindeical metal piece, using a cen
ing head from a combination set.

LOCATING CENTER

NO. CRITERION MEASURES

4 Given two (2) metal shapes (one solid, and
one -htiliovi cylinder) write the outside diameter
of both and the inside diameter of the hollow

Under.

5 Using a sheet metal gage, write the measurements
of the sheet metal ounple given you by your
instructor.

6.6 With a centering head and a scribe, locate the
center of the Oglindriczd ample issued by your
instructor.

132
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METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

Tennini Pexformance Objectives - 5.0

M/M

5.1.1 Lecture

Demons

Film

Tools

.2

4

5.2.1 Lecte
Demonstration

Film

Tools

53.1 Lectuxe

Demonstration

Handout Sheet

Film

Bench Rule

5.4.1 Demonstration

Film

Toots and Equipment

Handout Sheet

.5.1 Demonstratic

Tools and Equipment

Metal Samples

Handout Sheet

Media _
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Terminal Performaxice Objectives

METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

- 5.0 c 'd.

5.6 5.6.1 Demonstration

Tools and Equipment

Metal Samples



COURSE MACHINE SHOP IB

TERMINAL PERFOR ANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

The learner will, with 80% proficiency, and in writing, demonstrate his understanding of a
planning and procedure sheet by successfully completing both.

TERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

6.1 The learner will, in writing, complete the plan
sheet for an assigned or selected metal project to be
completed in the laboratory.

6.2 The learner will, in writing, complete a procedure
sheet on the project selected in I. P. 0. 6.1 (MachMe
Shop IA) .

NO. CRITERION MEASURES

6.1

6.2

Complete, m writing, the plannm- g sh.

by your instructor.

Complete a procedure sheet, listing _orn
steps from layout to

1.3b
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Name
eject

PLUMING SECRET

BILL OF MA11E1111.1..9:

Date started.--
Date completed.-

rade
Sect ien

PROCKDURE OR TEM:
10 Cut out stock.

Make part
a.
b.
C.
d.
Make part 2.
a.
b.
C.
Sto
Make part
&Bearable.

6. Finish.
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erminal Performance Obj _

METHOD / MED-

- 6.0

a.

6.1

6.2

6.1.1

6.2.1

Lecture

Demonstration

Handout Planning Sheet

Lecture

Handout Sheet

137
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COURSE MACHINE SHOP IB

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
ORMCTIVE NO. HAND TOOl

The learner will, with 70% proficiency, orally identity thirty (30) basic hand tools of the
Machine Shop and will demonstrate (as observed by the instructor) his ability to clean and
store these tools.

EDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJELTWES NO.

The-learner will, orally, identify the following thirty
30) hand tools:

1. hacksaw
2. cold chisel
3. twist drill
4. countersink
5. file - single cut
6. file - double cut
7. file - reap
8. file - curved tooth
9. tap

10. tap wrench
11 pliers, combination, p-joLrit
12 pliers, lineman's side-cutting
13. pliers, needle nose
14 pliers, diagonal cutting

kgr 15 open-end wrench
A., 16boxndwren oh

17 combination wrench
18. adjustable open-end wrench
19. pipe Wrench
20. monkey wrench
21. tin snipe
22 ..aviation snips
23 hand gamer
24. tinner's riveting hamm
25 hand grower
26. rivet set
27. slotted screwdriver
28. phillipe screwdriver
29. C clamp
30. reamer

CRITERION MEASURES

7.1 Orally identity each of the thirty (30) basic
hand tools that are displayed by the instructor.

138
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COURSE MACHINE SHOP 1B
9th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBXECTIVE NO. ...2.-0--cont'd. D

.2

PERFORMANCE OBJECTI

The bawler will demonstrate his ability
properly dere the basic hand tools.

7.2

CRITERION MEASURES

You will be observed day on your ability and
willingness to clean and properly store the basic
hand tools.

139
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METHOD / MEDIA

0 - 7.0

Lecture

Demonstration

Fm
Tools

Demonstmtion

Film

Observation

ALYSIS

_ Method I Media Selection
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CouRSE MACHINE SHOP IB

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. An

The learner will, in writing and at a proficiency level of 75%, defLne "abraaives , and list
two (2) natural, artificial, and polishing abrasives; alio, the learner will orally demonstrate his
knowledge of abrasive cloths and hovi to grain (size) is determined.

TERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE 0 CRITERION MEASURES

The learner will, in writing, define the term,
abrasive'

The learner wiX, by written examination, Wst
(2) types of :nit-Mt-al and artificial abrasivaa--

e--

'e learner will, orally, demonstrate to the instructor
is lmoviedge of abrasive cloths and how grain (size)
established.

1:4 The learner will, in writing, list two 2)
polishimg abrasives.

8.2

8.3

Write the definitlo of "abrasive".

1) Two (2 ) types of natural abrasives are:

a.

b.

2) Two (2) types of artificial abrasives are:

a.

b.

Orally answer the following questions for
the histructor:

1) What is abrasive cloth?

2) How is grain (size) d

3) What is the purpoae of crocus cloth?

8.4 Lis (2) types of abrasives that are used
for polishing.

4 1

1)

2)
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METHOD / MEDIA ANALYSIS

ce - 8.0

8.1.1 Lecture

Text

andout Sheet

8.2 8.2.1 Lecture

Text

Handout Sheet

8.3 8.3.1 Lecture

Text

8.4 8.4.1 Demons Lion

Samples

Handout Sheet

4ethtd / Media Selection
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COURSE MACHINE SHOP 1B
th e

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. B-11. _OR11.141M-DPB11- TTOIStg

With 80% proficiency, the learner will safely drill holes with a drill press demonstrating his ability
to drill a blind hole, drill and hand ream a hole, and drill and thread a hole.

NO. INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES- NO. CRITERION MEASURES

9.1

9.2

Using the cLrill press, drill a 1/4 blind hole 3/8
deep in metal stock*obeying all safety rules.

The learner will demonstrate his ability to drill and
hand ream a hole using the drill press and a hand
reamer.

1. Drill a hole 1/16 undersize.
2. Clamp the work piece in a vise.
3. Use a bar-type wrench to hold reamer.
4. Apply slight pressure and rotate the reamer.
5. Feed the reamer slowly into the work
6. LUse.ciAgign! fluid if necessaz
7. Extract thVereuner-byAM" ,41g while continuing

to rotate it in the same dfreeeloss, NEVER turn
a mama- dountalailaadMIM

Using a &rill press, a tap-drill chart and nec
threading tools, the learner will demons-trate his
to drill and cut an internal thread.

1. Select the proper &ill and tap
2. Locate and drill the hole
3. Fasten the tap in tap wrench
4. Clamp the work piece
5. Insert tap in hole, apply even pre

the tap
6. Check tap angle, release press,

hole
7. Apply cutting oil, back the tato oi

after each complete turn to allow c.
free.

9.1

9.2

9.3
b"t3..

dsti

in

4 turn
7 to fall

Using a drill Dress, drill a 1/4 blind hole,
3/8 deep ruthe metal stock issued by your
instructor.

Using a drill press and a hand reamer, ream a
hole to your instructor's specifications. Use
the tools and material; issued by your instruc

Using the specifications, tools and materials issued
by your instructor, cut an internal thread in
a chilled hole.
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_

- 9.0

L P.

9.1

9.2

9.3

M/Il
PoldN Method I Media 14 election

9.1.1

9.2.1

9.3.1

DemonstTatlon

Tools

Equipment

Materials

Demonstration

Tools

Equipment

Materials

Demonstration

Tools

Equipment

Materials
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COURSE .m...MACUltilLELHQL..1116_
9th Grade

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. t0,0 SHEET MET

_

The learner will demonstrate his ability to cut, shape and aisemble sheet metal
bi square, and cylindrical shape.. He will do this with 80% proficiency.

EDIATE PERFORMANCE OBTE(.7riVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

0:1 The learner will demonstrate his ability to lay out,
a finished sheet metal product of

0.2 The learner will demonstrate his ability to layout,
cut and form a finished sheet metal product of
cylindrical shape.

10.1

10.2

On a layout sheet draw an o n-top tool box
with himdle, showing all dimensions, hems, and
seams. Cut, shape, and fasten this into.a fmished
box.

On a layout sheet, draw an open-top,slosed-
bottom cyWidrical pencil holder showing all
dimenaions and seams. Cut shape and faXien
into a finished container.
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COURSE MAçH1NE SHOP 1B

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. .11..9 BENCH METALS

The learner will orally, I entify five shades of bar metal and will design and fabricate a bench
metal project using hand and machine tools with 75% proficiency.

Mr-

1

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO.

1 The learner will orally, identify the foUon five
shapes of bar metals as displayed by the instructor.

Hots

Rounds

Hexagon
Squares (barr

.2 1
Using a full scale of 1 inch equals 1 inch, the
learner will layout a pattern for a scroll project.

11.3 I The learner will perform the necessary steps to
fabricate the previously design ref. 1'-.2)
scroll project.

11.1

11.2

11.3

CRITERION MEASURES

&rally identify the following shap
as displayed by the instrictor:

1. Flats
2. Rounds
3. Squares bar)
4. Hexagon
5. Octagon

Layout a full of a scroll p oject.

Fabricate a scroll project using available metal
bending tools and/or equipment.



UMTHOD/MIDIA

ObJectives 11.0

Y818

. .11 Lecture

Demonstration

Samples

11 2 11.2.11 Demonstration

Tool

Materials

Text

Design

11.3 11.3.11 Demonstration

Tools

Materials

Design
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TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO 12.0

CHINE SHOP IB
th Grade

WELDING

The learner will demonstrate his Understanding of basic welding practices and will demonstrate
his ability to dO welding operations in advanced situations. These situations will include joining
metals of different shapee, by welding and brazing. He will do this with 85% proficiency.'

NO NTERMEDIATE PERFOR ANCE OBJECTIVES

learner will demonstrate his ability to weld
ther two objects that are cylindric-ail and weld

a cylinder to a flat surface.

NO. CRITERION MEASURES

2,1 Safely and properly arc or gas weld together the
followtng materials given you by your instructor

a) Two cylindrical pieces
b) Cyliridrical to flat

The learner will orally, define brazing' d

Brazing - iard soldering, often using brass, bronze
or silver alloy to join pieces without
actually melting the base metal

chemical compound that cleans the sur-
face to be brazed or welded; aids the flow
of the filler material and prevents oxidation
in the welding process.

12,2 Define, orally, the term

a) Brazirig
b) Flux
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COURSE MACHINE SHOP 1B
9th Gra e

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO

NTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO.

WELDING

CRITERION MEASURES

12.3 The learner will demonstrate his ability to join two
(2) metal pieces, using the brazing method.

12.3 Br -e two (2) metal pieces issued by your insthic
tor

1. Clean the (2) two parts
2. Clamp into position
3. UsMg previously learned skills, Neely light

the torch.
4. Pre-heat the pieces evenly where the braze

is to start. Move the flame in a circular
pattern over a small itrea of the total part
to be brazed (do not hold flame in one
place) .

5. Heat the filler rod slightly and stick into
the powdered flux.

6. Hold the fluiced filler rod just ahead of
the flame using most of flame to pre-heat
the base metal. Apply heat until the flux
and rod been to flow.

7. Turn off the gas unit as previously learned.
8. Inspect the brazed joLnt
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Terminal Performance Objectives 12 0

Method Meclia Selec ion

Demonstration

Tools and Equipment

Materials

Lecture

Tools

Materials

Text

Demonstration

Tool and Equipment

Mat -rials

Instruction Handout- Sheet
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COURSE MACHINE SHOP 1B

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 13.0 FORGING

The learner will orally, or by written examination, prove his ability to correctly use the gas
soldering furnace to perform a practical exercise in forge work. A proficiency level of 75%
is expected of the learner.

NO. NTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES' NO. CRITERION MEASURES

The learner wifi orally, demonstrate to the instructor
his ability to operate the gas soldering furnace by
recalling the following:

1. Turn on the gas jet unttl the gas ignites
from pilot flame

2. Regulate the gas jet until a blue flame
is obtained

3. Make certain that the gas jet is turned
off after use

13.2 The learner will select and construct a practical
viercise using one or both of the following forging
processes:

a. Tapering
b. Drawing out

The learner will heat treat the exercise (ref. 13.2)
as ted by the instructor.

13.

13.2

13.3

You will, before using the gas soldering furnace, orally
demonstrate to your Lnstructor the correct procedure
to follow when using the furnace.

Construct a practical exercise using one or both of
the following forging processes:

a. Tapering
b. Drawing out

Given specific instnictions by your instructor, you
will heat treat the hand forged practical exercise
made earlier (ref. 13.2)
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Terminal Perfo ce Objectives 13.0

1 1.1 Demonstration

Tool and Equipment

Instru tion Handout S eet

13 2 i3.21 Demonstration

Design

Tools and Equipment

Materials

13.3 13.21 Demonstration

Materials

Tools and Equipment
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COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. Lin.

MACHINE SHOP IB
Rth Grade

_LATIlids

The learner will demonstrate his understanding of basic lathe operations and will demonstrate
his ability to operate a lathe safely Ln advanced situations. These will include tool sharpening,
counterboring and knurling. He will do this with 85% proficiency.

NO.

14.1

14.2

14.3

14.4

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES'

The learner will write the basic safety rules of the
lathe as learned in Machine Shop IA.

Given a cutting tool blank, the learner will grind a
lathe cutting tool as directed by the instructor.

The learner will demonstrate his ability to set up and
operate a lathe to do a counterboring operation
using the following equipment:

1. Lathe
2. Chuck
3. Counterboring tool

The learner will demonstrate his ability to set up
and operate a lathe for knurling operations using
following equipment:

1. Lathe
2. Chuck
3. Kmurling tool

NO.

14.1

14.2

14.3

CRITERION MEASURES

Write the safety rules learned in Machine Shop IA.

After proper instruction, you will sharpen a lathe
tool as directed by your Lnstructor.

After an instructional demonstration, you will center
the stock issued in the lathe chuck. Select the proper
speed and counterbore to your instructor's specificatior

14.4 After a demonstration, you will center the stock
issued in the lathe chuck select the correct speed
using the back gears and knurl the stock to your
Lnstructor's specifications.

5 4
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liCETHOD / MEDIA ANALY

Performance Objectives 14.0

14.1 141.1 Lecture

Handout Sheet

14.2 14.2.1 Demonstration

Tools and Equipment

14.3 14.3.1 Demonstration

Tools and Equip ent

Materials

14.4 14.4.1 Lecture

DemonstraUon

Tools and Equipment

Materials
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[5.

COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. I pfl_

MACHINE SHOP I B
Grade

FINISHING

The learner will, in uniting or orally, define the surface preparation and application methods
for the advanced methods of finishing these to include buffing, spraying or brushing enamel
or paint, and painting a metal object, with 85% proficiency.

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

The learner will, in writing, define (3) three reasons
for applying a finish to metal articles:

1. Protection - protect agatrist atmosphere
and abrasion

2. Appearance - for a pleasing Unpresaion
of quality

3. Identffication to stand out over corn -
petition or to blend into
its surroundings*

Given the necessary equipment and materials, the
learner will demonstrate buffing a metal object to
a high luster.

Given the proper material and a metal object, the
learner will select a spraying or brushing paint
or enamel mid apply a finish without blemishes or
uncoated surfaces.

15.1 List and defme three (3) reasons for applying a rmish
to metal articles.

15.2 Select the correct wheel and compound from those
given you by your instructor. Mount the wheel.
Charge the buffing wheel with compound selected
and polish the given object to a high lustre.

15.3 Select a spraying or brushing paint or enamel and
finish a project with an evenly coated and unblemishec
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Terminal Performance Objectives 15.0

L P. M/M

15.1 1

15.2

15.3

etkiod e&Slction

Lecture

Text

Handout Sheet

15.2.1 Demonstration

Tool and Equipment

Materials

15.3.1 I Demonstration

Materials
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